FIRST OVER EVEREST
The first step was to work out what in Staff College language
is called a sound technical plan of action,^ to formulate the
objective, to appreciate the situation, and from it, to specify
means of execution of the plan which should be within the
capacity of the weapons available to those who would wield
them.
Our head-quarters were established at the College of Aero-
nautical Engineering in Chelsea. Mr. C, H. Roberts, the
principal of this "University of the Air," placed its technical
and other resources at our disposal and so the plans proceeded
apace. As the organisation expanded, with its resultant large
increase in personnel and material, the head-quarters were
removed eight months later to Grosvcnor House, Park Lane.
The originator of the plan, although a soldier, had, in addi-
tion to some years of flying experience, taken his pilot's licence
under the auspices of the Bristol Company's school as early as
1911, only missing being in the first hundred by ill-luck.
The co-operation of the progressive Bristol Company with
their whilom pupil and his plan was generous and cordial.
At this point he was joined by a former comrade of the old
war-time in France and a fellow venturer of the Russian Civil
Wars. This was Colonel P. T. Etherton, a born organiser, and
the administrative wizard of the expedition from Alpha to
Omega.
The technical plan was well threshed out by qualified experts,
who were able to say that it was sound and without flaw. Thus
it seemed that the physical defences of the mountain could be
overcome and the goal attained. But the obstacles of Nature,
were by no means the only bar to die summit of Everest, possibly
not even the greatest.
Everest lies half in Tibet and half in Nepal, and well over a
hundred miles from the frontier of the nearest British territory.
Tibet and Nepal are both independent states and the approach
to either is fraught with diplomatic difficulties. The great
influence of Lord Curzon himself had been scarcely enough to
secure bare entry into Tibet even for the first land expeditions.

